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More and more countries put a premium on the use of fine, an uncritical kind of 
penalty. But in our country, fine penalty works out unsatisfactory and lacks intensive 
study into the enforcement of this penalty. This essay is aiming at giving some 
suggestions to improve the enforcement of the fine from legislative and juridical view. 
Chapter 1 The situation of penalty in our country is mentioned, such as the low 
enforcement rate and legal consequences. Speaking concretely, sentences without 
enforcement, fine before the sentences are widely existed. Some scholars agree that 
the fine can be used as the pre condition of commuting a sentence or parole. But the 
writer can not identify with the practice which has a negative influence on the legal 
authority. 
Chapter 2 Elaborate on the theory of fine penalty to justify the wider use of it in 
China，including the concept, properties, base case home and abroad. The pros and 
cons are also illustrated to show the trend of wider use of fine penalty all over the 
world. 
Chapter 3 Analyze the reasons why fine penalty can hardly be enforced. From a 
legislative way, most fine penalty is coexisted compulsorily with other penalty and 
lacks other free penalty if the criminals do not pay the fine. From a juridical way, the 
essence of fine penalty is not well acknowledged. Meanwhile, the judicial authorities 
do not take actions towards the suspects to investigate the conditions of property. 
Chapter 4 Some legislations abroad on the enforcement of fine penalty are 
introduced to be used as a source of reference. The writer gives an introduction to the 
legislation of the enforcement of fine penalty abroad, the status of these legislations, 
scope of application, mode, amount of the fine penalty and the rules to control the 
property of suspects. 
Chapter 5 The writer gives some suggestions on perfection of the system of fine 
penalty. The most important way is to change the status of fine penalty, which is a 
kind of subordinate penalty now into principal penalty. People may value the fine 
penalty highly if the measure would be taken. It can also make the measure of taking 














such as reduction of the use of fine penalty coexisted with principal sentence, the 
principle of considering the property conditions of the suspects, taking free sentence 
instead of fine penalty. 
If we want to improve the low enforcement rate of fine penalty, legislative and 
judicial ways should be taken. 
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第一章  我国罚金刑执行难的现状及后果 
 
第一节  罚金刑执行难的现状 
 
相对于 1979 年刑法而言, 我国修订后的 1997 年刑法中的罚金刑的适用范围
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